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THE TRAITOR 
OF THE 

DETECTIVES



“Oh, that Detective Ivanore. The best car driver and 
detective in Utah” Said Diablo to Hellhound.
“Nope. We will get that bank robbed, and outrun 
Ivanore.”Disagreed Hellhound. It was August in Utah 
and Hellhound was discussing a plan to rob a bank 
without provoking Detective Ivanore, the best driver 
and detective in town. Hellhound and Diablo the crime 
gang members had just paid tons of money to another 
crime gang to buy the new Viper ZX and now they are 
broke.

Meanwhile, Alex knocked on Ivanore’s door. He was 
joining the detective. “Come in.” Said Ivanore. “And fill 
in this application form.” He said as he handed Alex a 
piece of paper with a lot of blanks written on it. One of 
the words were “name”. Alex took out his pen 
and scribble something into the paper. After a while, 
Ivanore told him to join the rest of his crew. “This is 
Alex. Detective Alex. He is the newest crew in the Utah 
Detective Station." Explained Ivanore. Some girl 
detectives looked at Ivanore in awe, as the best 
detective wrote neat and nice words on the 
whiteboard when they discussed their works.

However, Alex wasn't listening. All he could hear was 
Ivanore saying "Blah Blah Blah". He didn't think he 
needed to listen to the plan. He was thinking 
something off, like the car stunt cartoons he used to 
watch when he was young, three years old.

After a long wait for Alex, Ivanore thankfully finished 
his words. "Now, go out and investigate the Utah 
Mine. There is news that some mysterious figures are 
killing everyone there." Announced Ivanore.

The detectives soared out of the Detective Station 
after a loud VROOM.

No one knew Ivanore were on his Challenger Hellcat 
TX, by his computer. He used his radar to scan their 
actions since bad incident only happens when the 
investigators were around.

The experienced detective was right, two distress calls 
arrived at Ivanore's monitor. Two investigators got 
pushed into a canyon's edge by



Two investigators got pushed into a canyon's edge by 
a mysterious figure. Later, two more mysterious figure 
bumped the investigators into the deep canyon. Now 
three mysterious figure were involved in a murderer 
incident. A nearly-dead detective said the name of one 
of the mysterious figure's names on the distress call. 
Just when he was about to say something, he passed 
out.

Back in Ivanore's car, the name of one of the 
mysterious figure matched the one in Ivanore's head. 
He still didn't know the other two mysterious figure's 
name, so he decided to investigate the mine himself. 
He ignited the engine of his car and head to the mine.

Once he got to the entrance, he loaded his rifle and 
use laser vision instead of headlights to go in, so the 
mysterious figures couldn't see them. And he was 
right. The mysterious figure couldn't see them. But he 
also couldn't see very well, much to Ivanore's 
annoyance. Inside, Detective Alex was working with 
Hellhound and Diablo, the 

two crime gang members. Alex as a traitor! Alex 
is betraying the detectives!

Ivanore revved his car's engine to alarm the crooks 
and quickly reverse to get out of the mine before the 
crooks can kill him. He then waited for the crooks to 
get out, who were attempting to ram Ivanore, but was 
unsuccessful.

Knowing they will get arrested, they stepped on the 
gas pedal and fled, with Ivanore right on their tail. The 
crooks tried to lead them to Matrix Freeway, where 
they think they can lose Ivanore due to the many cars 
on the freeway. Unfortunately for them, there weren't 
many cars there, so they went for plan B - reach their 
full speed an outrun Ivanore. The thing they didn't 
know is Ivanore had the same top speed as theirs, so it 
doesn't do anything. They did a loop around the city 
fountain after leaving Matrix Freeway.

They then arrived at a village. It looks like the police 
chief seems to know there was a car chase going on. 
He ordered his fellow crew to



get in their Charger KP, and surprisingly it also got the 
same top speed than the crooks and Ivanore's car.

They left the village and they chase across the orange 
Utah. Diablo realised that they can't outrun the skilled 
Ivanore, so they called the rest of the crime gang and 
the crime gang that sold the Viper ZX. Within seconds, 
the crime gang members, Sweeper, Falcon, Black 
Widow, Hunter, Johnny, Savage, Rebel and 
Alpha arrived.

The convoy of crooks made a U-turn and head for the 
Utah Mine once more. They split up and entered 
different entrances. Ivanore got the map from Mayor 
Dark Oak, so navigating wasn't a problem for the 
detectives. Unfortunately, it seems like the crooks can 
navigate without help. Well, apart from their brains. 
They chase through the dust and dirt and no one got 
an advantage. Sweeper's truck wasn't big enough to 
get stuck, Falcon's muscle car was making too much 
dust, Black Widow was too fast, Hunter's car was to

strong to die. Johnny's car's colour is brown, which 
can blend in the mine. Savage and Rebel were 
shooting the detectives and Alpha went in a maze-
like path, making it harder to stop his car. Only Alex, 
Hellhound and Diablo were outside the mine.

"Hey, traitor-of-the-detectives, do you want to be 
the traitor-of-the-detectives-become-friends-with-rival?" 
Teased Diablo.

"Oh, just shut up and be quiet!" Said Alex, embarrassed.

They were just outside the mine, helping Alex to steal 
cars and change his old one to avoid the detectives 
from seeing them. Hellhound and Diablo, however, 
didn't want to change cars, as they 
spent millions buying the gateway car. Robbing a 
bank wasn't an option, because they don't have time. 
They spent time chatting, discussing plans to do 
crimes. While they were laughing, Ivanore and his 
detectives got out of the mines, with their suspect's 
car tied up on tow trucks. The



crooks were also captured, in the reinforced jeep 
behind Ivanore. They blocked the confused trio on all 
sides.

"Well done chaps, we caught the two dangerous 
criminals. Oh, and look who it was!" Ivanore said 
proudly as he winked at Alex. "It's the traitor-of-the-
detectives-become-friends-with-rival!"

"Just shut up and be quiet......" Mumbled Alex, as he was 
forced to put up his hand and walk towards the 
reinforced jeep.

“That Ivanson was insane!” Said Hunter in the jeep. 
“How did he arrest us?"

“The name is Ivanore, not ‘Ivanson’” Said Ivanore.

“Well, all right, not Ivanore, Ivanson. It’s that it?” 
Hunter questioned.

Ivanore ignored him.

“Soooooo, how did they arreeeeeeesst us,

brooooooos?” Said Alpha. “They arreeeeeeesst me 
because they raaamed meeee and I craaashed into 
the wall."

“They tricked me into a smaller part of the mine and I 
got stuck.” Sweeper said.

“Same.” Said Falcon. “They tricked me to do a 
roundabout and I got lost in my dust"

“They tricked me too.” Black Widow said. “They tricked 
me to a dead end and I crashed in high speed."

“They use a Rocket Propelled Grenade to blow up my 
car,” Hunter said. “I don’t know Ivanson had weapons.” 
Everyone looked at him.

“There is no way they have laser vision” Exclaimed 
Johnny. “They tracked me and surrounded me."

“Savage and I shoot him, but they used a bouncy shield 
to block our bullets and reflected them to



us” Rebel said, with his brain cells losing due to 
Ivanore’s nonsense weapons. 

Ivanore replied, “Now you all know,"

NOTHING CAN STOP LAWS

THE END


